The Gonzo Bag is designed to absorb and trap odoriferous organic chemicals such as those
emitted by food, ﬂowering plants, poop, and industrial chemicals. You can use the Gonzo
Bag to store odoriferous material for up to six months without fear of any detectable odor
escaping the bag. The Gonzo Bag can be used while wilderness camping to store food and
keep bears, raccoons, and other animals from ﬁnding it. You can use it to keep used dog poop
bags odor free in your car until you get them to a trash receptacle. The Gonzo Bag has many
uses and is reusable – think of your own!

The Gonzo Bag Use Instructions
To eﬀectively contain 100 percent of organic vapors and odors, use the following four simple steps and you may
travel with or ship your smelly materials safely assured that they cannot be smelled by human or animal:
Place up to one pound of any food, odoriferous chemical or plant material in a sealed, plastic bag. The best bag to
use for this purpose is a Foodsaver ® or other heat sealed, 12-inch wide plastic bag because it will easily slip inside
the Gonzo Bag. A standard Ziploc or turkey bag will work ﬁne. You can put dog poop bags directly into the Gonzo Bag
if they are tied at the top and not leaking.
NOTE: You may place food items, herbs, tobacco, etc. directly into the Gonzo Bag, but doing this will reduce the
length of time that the bag will absorb 100% of odors. The Gonzo Bag is designed to be reused, but its eﬀectiveness
will depend on what is put in the bag.

1.) Slip your plastic bag into the Gonzo Bag. (Figure 1).
Wash your hands or remove your gloves before touching the outside of the bag!
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2.) Fold the ﬂap at the top of the Gonzo Bag over the
contents of the bag so that it covers the top of everything
loaded into the bag (Figure 2).
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Continued other side.

3.) Roll the top from the front to the back until the
Velcro meets and press to seal (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3

4.) If your hands or the outside of the Gonzo Bag have
come into contact with anything you are storing inside
the bag, wipe the outside of the Gonzo Bag with rubbing
alcohol. This will ensure that the bag does not give oﬀ any
odors.

Figure 4

You are now protected! The special, activated carbon ﬁlter built into the Gonzo Bag will eﬀectively contain 100
percent of organic vapors and odors for months, if used as directed. Even dogs can’t smell what’s inside – guaranteed by Gonzo, one smart, big-nosed animal!
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